What You Can Do to Fight the
Bilderbergs in 2016
By Karma Singh | Harmony Energy Consultants

Editor’s Note: While this posting has to do with the
Bilderberg Group meeting, which took place over this weekend,
the marching orders issued to the attendees will no doubt play
out over the next several months and year. As such, the
manifestations included in this posting will be effective to
be used throughout the next year while those efforts are under
way. This is one way in which we can all do our part to do
something good for the world. Thank you.
The so called “Bilderberg Group” consists of a self-appointed
elite who believe that they have a “natural right” to dominate
the world and to exploit it and humanity for their personal
gain. The members are the owners of the cartels, the
warmongers, large-scale exploiters of every type and the
editors in chief and politicians whom they have purchased.
(A cartel is a group of businesses that work together to
eliminate competition and to keep prices artificially high.
The pharmaceutical manufacturers, for example, work together
as a single entity to sell their products to your health
service without about 6000% profit over the production costs.
The owners of the 5 major cartels – energy, militaryindustrial, agrochemical, pharmaceutical and banking all work
together under the control of the banking cartel which, in
turn, is owned outright by the Rothschild family.)
This group meets once per year to appoint the next high-level
politicians, give them orders as to what new laws the cartels
require and to set forward their plans for a complete world
dictatorship.

Up until now, each meeting has been held in an isolated
location which is completely sealed off by a massive military
a police presence. These meetings have been kept such a wellguarded secret that, although they have been held regularly
since the 19th century, they first came to public attention in
1954 with the meeting in the Bilderberg Hotel in Holland
(hence the name).
This weekend, the 9th to 12th June, they have reserved the old
palace in Dresden city centre for their 2016 meeting.
Whether this is just bravura, deliberate provocation or a
decoy to divert attention from the real meeting being held
somewhere else?????
It will be easy to determine whether this is a decoy and the
real meeting (according to their schedule) is actually being
held in the USA.
If no high-ranking politicians turn up in Dresden but have
“disappeared” for the weekend then Dresden is a decoy.
Whichever way it is, our action must be the same.
A few days ago, I published a manifestation built upon the
method detailed in “The Key to Luck” upon this webpage.
[Read more here]
Originally entitled: “Bilderberg in Dresden”

Update & additional manifestation:
How things stand in Dresden this [Sunday] morning:
On Friday, there was the beginning of a schism within the
Bilderberg Group. During the night to Saturday, the “chiefs”
were able to dampen this down but it’s still cooking under.
If we remain “on the ball” after Dresden, the chances that

parts of the Bilderberg organisation will break away should
not be underestimated.
For all those who work with “The Key to Luck”, the manifestation
is:
The Text:
All people, everywhere, see the true plans and desires of the
cartels. All secrets are known, all veils are lifted and truth
alone rules the affairs of mankind.
The Vision:
Everyone, everywhere; man, woman and child looks up in the
sudden knowledge of truth. All faces shine with the knowledge
of salvation and divinity. All eyes are open wide and all
stand together as one and at one each with the other.
The Feelings:
Thankfulness, freedom, joy and unity

Robert O’Leary, JD BARA, has had an abiding interest in
alternative health products & modalities since the early
1970’s & he has seen how they have made people go from lacking
health to vibrant health. He became an attorney, singersongwriter, martial artist & father along the way and brings
that experience to his practice as a BioAcoustic Soundhealth
Practitioner, under the tutelage of the award-winning founder
of BioAcoustic Biology, Sharry Edwards, whose Institute of
BioAcoustic Biology has now been serving clients for 30 years
with a non-invasive & safe integrative modality that supports
the body’s ability to self-heal using the power of the human
voice. Robert brings this modality to serve clients in Greater

Springfield (MA), New England & “virtually” the world, with
his
website.
He
can
also
be
reached
at
romayasoundhealthandbeauty@gmail.

